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Legal deontology is important for the training of lawyers. This is due to 
the need to build a democratic society based on such universal values as the rule 
of law and the safeguarding of human and civil rights and freedoms in Ukraine. 
The main content of legal deontology is knowledge of the requirements 
for the professional and personal qualities of a lawyer. However, legal deontology 
also includes general knowledge of legal science and practice, because, firstly, 
there is a discipline from which the study of jurisprudence begins and should give 
students the general notion of legal science and practice; secondly, without the 
knowledge of legal knowledge, its types and content it is impossible to consider 
the quality of a lawyer, as well as the requirements for lawyers of different 
specialties. 
Key words: lawyer, legal activity, legal practical activity, information 
culture of a lawyer, moral culture of a lawyer, legal clinic, standards of 
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